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Oho, say you, we see what you are getting at. You are
projecting your Utopia. . . . The one you were talking
about last night. States so little that if you don't like their
forms of government you can step into the next State and
try another. . . . It's rather mechanical. . . . We suppose
that just over the mountain there is a federation of sovereign
States all of whose laws are made by referendum.
There is, I answer. . . .
§
It is a coincidence caused by one of the howling boys at
the end of the corridor in which was my—perfectly clean
but quite airless—cabin taking it into his head to practise
Giovinezza for the ultimate delight of Mr. Mussolini ... on
a key-bugle from two a.m. to six-thirty. The purser, taking
a moment off from his hair, shrugged his shoulders very
carefully for fear the physical exercise should over-exhaust
him, and said that he had no powers. One must understand
that this was a free country—the proud vessel of a free
country—where youth was worshipped—the youth of a
sovereign proletariat, shining and untrammelled guests
of a beneficent . . . His eyes closed slowly but irresistibly.
From far below the key-bugle began once again to send out
the thrilling strains of the song of shining youth. ... So
we are not going to Naples. ... Or Genoa. . . . Nor
ever to Rapallo where Columbus landed and Ezra lives
like Bertran de Born of Altaforte. . . . All the passengers
who can afford it have gotten off from that free proletariat
unit onto the soil of this absolute monarchy and the rest have
telegraphed a petition to Mr. Mussolini, asking him to have
his guests disembark at Genoa so that there may be one night
of sleep out of fifteen. So we shan't go along the fabled shores
that Columbus walked, looking at the bathers. And I am
not really sorry, because I don't want again to see Genoa,
which is the least sympathetic city in all Italy and has a
bad record . . . worse really than Boston's. For Boston
only developed the slave trade which, as far as the Atlantic
is concerned, Columbus invented* But Genoa produced
not only Columbus but the backing system.

